Catalyst’s e-discovery cloud platform provides a smarter way to manage cases and regulatory investigations. Rather than send documents to multiple vendors, use Catalyst’s central, single-instance document repository for all of your matters. Moving data from vendor to vendor is the least efficient way to manage electronically stored information. Catalyst’s multi-matter repository gets rid of repetition and duplicate costs while providing greater control over all your legal matters. Store documents once and deploy them as needed across matters. This reduces time, cost and risk, while enhancing oversight and reporting.

Our Professional Services consultants integrate tightly with your litigation team and inhouse legal staff. We help you identify and design the strategies, tools and workflows best suited to your project goals. Our staff includes experts in search, analytics and technology-assisted review, who can help you reduce data populations and streamline review.

Streamline Discovery and Compliance Using a Central, Multi-Matter Cloud Repository

Moving data from vendor to vendor is the least efficient way to manage electronically stored information. Catalyst’s multi-matter repository gets rid of repetition and duplicate costs while providing greater control over all your legal matters. Store documents once and deploy them as needed across matters. This reduces time, cost and risk, while enhancing oversight and reporting.

Getting data to a review platform can be a painful and slow process. With Catalyst we post our data directly to our site. This cuts out delays and takes several information security concerns out of the data transfer process.

Kathy D. Hogy, Director of Legal Discovery, First Data Corp.
Catalyst’s multi-matter cloud repository avoids redundancy and provides a smarter way to manage litigation, compliance and investigations. You’ll see savings at every step of the process.

1. **Load data seamlessly**
   Send your files directly to us and let our automated system process, load, search, tag and batch your files for review within hours.

2. **Cut down on mistakes**
   Our central repository gives you a single place to load, process, search, review and produce your documents. Documents don’t get lost moving from vendor to vendor.

3. **Reduce review costs**
   Cut review costs in half by standardizing workflows across all cases and counsel, tagging documents once and reusing them in multiple cases, and reviewing smarter through Predictive Ranking.

4. **Manage data across matters**
   Our single-instance storage lets you link a single document to multiple matters. Pay to process, manage and store the document only once, while ensuring uniformity across matters.

5. **Reduce discovery spend**
   By consolidating e-discovery documents into a central, multi-matter repository, you can reduce total spending by 50% or more on aggregated volumes.
Secure Discovery Cloud

Automated from Processing to Production

As a technology company with a powerful and scalable infrastructure, Catalyst controls all our development and configuration. This gives you unmatched flexibility and custom configuration options. Consultants with comprehensive knowledge of your objectives will help identify opportunities to reduce cost and leverage our technology for optimal project management, ECA, search, review and production.

Automated Processing
Load and process files directly into Catalyst. We integrate with leading litigation hold technologies and most corporate archives for seamless delivery.

Predictive Analytics
Review less, review smarter with Catalyst’s Predictive Ranking and smart culling capabilities. Reduce review sets, prioritize review and cut review costs.

Visual Search
Our grid-based search engine provides instant returns, even for complex searches. See timelines, email networks and graphical reporting for ECA and reducing review sets.

Managed Review
Organize review teams effectively using Catalyst’s Assigned Review capabilities. We can help with multi-language review, enhanced translation, and review strategy.

User-Driven Production
Take control of the production process from start to finish. Create production folders, choose production settings and produce documents on your schedule.

Multi-Language Expertise
Catalyst is the leader for multi-language discovery. Our enhanced machine translation and search capabilities offer greater speed and accuracy at less cost.

Our clients now have a cost-effective end-to-end EDRM solution.

Alon Israely, Founder, Business Intelligence Associates (BIA)
Proven Experience with Corporate E-Discovery

Enterprise Multi-Matter
When a flood of IP litigation threatens to drown a global giant in e-discovery, Catalyst’s central repository saves the day.

Key Benefits
- Reduce risk and mistakes by using one platform for all matters.
- Save on collection and processing charges because they’re done just once.
- Cut attorney fees by reusing work product, including privilege and confidentiality tagging.

Powerful Predictive Analytics
U.S. healthcare company tests Catalyst’s Predictive Ranking and finds 90% savings and 72% reduction in workflow.

Key Benefits
- Fit real-world workflows by enabling rolling uploads and continuous learning.
- Speed early case assessment to get a quick handle and prioritize review.
- Rank all the documents every time to deliver more targeted results in less time than other systems.

End-to-End Automation
A major investment firm responds to hundreds of cases and completes 1,175 productions, seamlessly and without error.

Key Benefits
- Use one integrated platform to load, process, search, review and product documents.
- Send files directly to Catalyst faster, with fewer problems and no lost data.
- Eliminate mistakes that come from moving documents from stage to stage and vendor to vendor.

Central Management and Reporting
A software corporation relies on Catalyst’s enterprise dashboard for direct control and immediate visibility.

Key Benefits
- Allocate resources, speed response time and ensure deadlines are met.
- Gain visibility into matters with end-to-end automation and comprehensive reporting.
- Avoid mistakes and reduce costs with better management of documents, reviews and productions.